
 

 

Coins.java and CoinsTester.java 
 

Background: 
 
Some cash register systems use change machines that automatically dispense coins.  This 
lab will investigate the problem solving and programming behind such machinery.  You 
always want to use the fewest coins possible.  Knowledge of integer operations should be 
used to efficiently solve this problem.   
 
Two classes have been started for you: Coins.java and CoinsTester.java.  Follow 

the instructions in each class written in comments to complete both programs.  As directed, 
provide the number of cents through the constructor and write a method that calculates the 
quantity of each type of coin.  Your output should be formatted to look just like the below 
examples.  Note that the original input value must be “echoed” in the final output. 
 
Examples: 
     
    35 cents => 

Quarter(s) 1 

Dime(s) 1 

Nickel(s) 0 

Penny(s) 0 

    

    41 cents => 

Quarter(s) 1 

Dime(s) 1 

Nickel(s) 1 

Penny(s) 1 

 

Assignment: 
 
1. Download both classes from the “program specifications” page and save them both into 

a folder named Coins.  You should be able to right click each file and choose “save-as” 
and choose your new folder named Coins. 

 
2. Run the samples from above to check your work.  You are not done after you run these 

values – you are just checking with them to make sure your program is running 
correctly.   

 
3. Run the following three samples to make sure your program works for different values. 
 
 94 cents 
 59 cents 
 157 cents 
 
 

Details: 
The order that you should do things is as follows: 

1. Copy both files from the website into the same folder on your USB drive.  Make sure 
they are both java files (***.java)  



 

2. Open only the Coins.java file with JCreator (this should be its default opening 

software type) 
3. Complete the code for Coins.java and make sure it compiles without error.  Do 

not go on to the next step until it compiles (note that you will NOT be able to run it – 
it has no main() method) 

4. With the JCreator window still open, choose to open CoinsTester.java in the 

same JCreator window.  Complete the code for CoinsTester.java and make 

sure it compiles without error. 
5. Run CoinsTester.java 

6. Run all 3 data test sets by running CoinsTester.java  3 times, changing the 

value you pass to the Coins constructor. 
 
 
This program demonstrates familiarity with the topics of: 

o using two types of division available to the integer data type 
o syntax and reassignment of variables 
o interaction between a tester class and an object 
o literal Strings in an output statement 
o scope of a variable (minimally) 

 
 
 


